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CHARACTERIZATION OF HOMOGENEOUS SPACES
AND THEIR NORMS

J. A. WARD

Let G denote a compact group and B a homogeneous Banach space
of pseudomeasures over G {Bis left translation invariant with continuous
shifts). If T(G) is the linear space of trigonometric polynomials defined
on G then T(G) Π B is a dense subspace of B. An explicit description is
given of T(G) Π B. A complete list of the homogeneous closed sub-
spaces of B is given. Moreover it is shown that B is determined by the set
T(G) Π B and N9 the restriction of the B norm to this set. This leads to
a complete description of those subsets of T(G) and norms N which
determine homogeneous Banach spaces.

Introduction. Homogeneous Banach spaces first appeared in the
paper of G. Silov, [9], where they were introduced as classes of Banach
algebras of functions (under pointwise multiplication) on compact abelian
groups. Each has the underlying group as its maximal ideal space. In [6],
K. de Leeuw omitted this property before classifying all possible maximal
ideal spaces of homogeneous Banach algebras, and determining a corre-
spondence between these algebras and certain norms.

If pointwise multiplication becomes convolution (and the underlying
group is required to be locally compact and abelian) then we have the
Segal algebras introduced in [7] by H. Reiter. The generalization of Segal
algebras to homogeneous Banach algebras given by H. C. Wang in [10]
corresponds to de Leeuw's extension of Silov's algebras. J. T. Burnham
generalized, in [1], Segal algebras to allow the underlying group to be
non-abelian. See Burnham's discussion in [2] of the development of this
subject.

In this paper we study homogeneous Banach spaces in which the
underlying group is taken to be compact and non-abelian. The translation
operator is taken to be the left translation operator. In §2 we establish
some fundamental properties of these spaces; each is an M(G)-Banach
module, 2.2, and further each has a set of trigonometric polynomials as a
dense subspace, 2.4. In 2.6 we give an explicit description of this subspace.

We use these results in §3 to classify all the homogeneous subspaces
of a homogeneous Banach space, 3.2. We also show in 3.3 that if every
element of the space is a measure, then each element is in fact generated
by an L1 -function. This allows us to conclude in 3.4 that every such space
is actually a convolution algebra.
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In §4 we obtain a characterization of those norms which determine
homogeneous Banach spaces. In fact we establish a correspondence be-
tween homogeneous Banach spaces and norms on certain spaces of
trigonometric polynomials (those found in 2.6). In [6] de Leeuw presents a
similar result.

The results of §2 can be used in another way. Combined with those
announced by the author in [12] they give a complete picture of the closed
ideal theory of any homogeneous Banach algebra (a homogeneous Banach
space which is an algebra under convolution). In particular, it can be
shown that its closed ideal structure is precisely the same as that of I) or
one of its homogeneous subspaces. We present these results in [13].

Most of the material contained in this paper, and in [12] and [13], is
found in [11].

1. Preliminaries. Let G denote a compact group with dual object
Σ, the set of equivalence classes of continuous irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of G. For each σ E Σ we fix a representative Uσ and denote by
Hσ the Hubert space on which Uσ acts. The finite dimension of Hσ is dσ.
We write E(Σ) = Π σ e Σ £ ( # σ ) where B(Hσ) is the space of bounded
operators on Hσ. For each^l = (Aσ) E E(Σ) and each/? > 1 put

V Λ II A \\P

L do\\AoUP

and put

\\A\U = sup \\AXa
σEΣ

where || | |ψ and || ||Φoo are the Von Neumann norms (see D.36 and D.37 of
[4]). Then for 1 < / < oo,

Ep(Σ)={AGE(Σ):\\A\\P<π}.

We also put

E0(Σ) ={AE EJΣ): { σ E Σ : \\Aa\\^ > e) is finite for all e > θ]

and

Eω(Σ) = {A EE(Σ): {σ E Σ: Aσ Φ 0} is finite}.

The Fourier series of μ E M{G) is given by
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where Tr is the usual trace function, and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform
μ(σ) of μ at σ is given by

β(σ)=fua(x)dμ(x).

Note that the Fourier transform / -> / provides an isometric isomorphism
between the spaces A(G) (of functions with absolutely convergent Fourier
series) and Eλ(Σ).

We define P(G), the space of pseudomeasures, to be the topological
dual of A(G). Clearly M{G) C P(G). The 'Fourier transform' of an
element S of P(G)9 S, is defined by requiring that S(f) = S(f) for all
f E. A(G). This definition is consistent with the definition of the Fourier
Stieltjes transform if S is an element of M(G). Moreover the map S -> S is
an isometric isomorphism between P(G) and E^Σ). The convolution
product of two pseudomeasures S and T is the element S * Γ of P(G)
defined by

(1) ( S * Γ ) Λ = S f

where the product on the right side of (1) is the pointwise product of the

elements S and f of EJίΣ). It is easily seen that P{G) is a two-sided

convolution module over A(G). Finally, for each x E G and S E P(G) we

define the left x-translate of S to be the element XS of P(G) defined by

S(x-*f) for aΆfEA(G).

The definitions of convolution and left translates agree with the usual
definitions when S and T are elements of M(G).

In the first instance we consider subspaces of P(G) which become
Banach spaces when equipped with a suitable norm, and which are closed
under left translation, each translation operator being continuous. Let
(5, | | \\B) denote such a space. Then B is homogeneous (or is a homoge-
neous Banach space) if the maps x -*x b of G to B are continuous at e, the
identity of G, for each b E B. Note that this ensures continuity at each
x E G. The more familiar examples of homogeneous Banach spaces are
A(G), C(G) and LP(G\ \<p<oo; however neither L°°(G) nor M(G)
are homogeneous. Nor is P(G) itself. However its closed sub algebra
PF(G)9 of pseudomeasures whose Fourier transform vanish at infinity
(sometimes called pseudofunctions), is homogeneous. Many more exam-
ples are presented in §5.

2. Homogeneous Banach spaces. In this section we present some
elementary results concerning homogeneous Banach spaces. The ana-
logues, for G an abelian group, are found in chapter 2 of [10]. Throughout
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this section 2?, equipped with norm || \\B9 denotes a homogeneous Banach

space unless otherwise stated. We show that convolution on the right by

an element of M(G) produces a continuous endomorphism of B (2.2);

moreover, any bounded approximate identity ( / n ) n e N of L\G), with

\\fn\\L\ — 1 for all n9 acts like an approximate identity of B, (2.3). This

leads us to the characterization (2.4) of homogeneous spaces, and further

to the density of T(G) Π B in B.

2.1 LEMMA. There exists a positive constant K such that

| forallbϊΞB.
x(ΞG

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the continuity of the

shifts x -+x b from G to B and of the compactness of G. D

2.2 PROPOSITION. B is an M(G)-Banach module. That is, for each

μ E M(G) and b E B, jtt * b is an element of B, and

\\μ*b\\B<K\\μ\\M\\b\\B

where K is determined as in 2.1.

Proof. The theory of integrals of vector-valued functions, as presented

in [3], provides an easy proof because μ * b may be identified as the

unique element of the algebraic dual of 5 * (the continuous dual of B)

which satisfies

(μ*b9b*) = f(b*9χb)dμ(x)

for all b* E B*. By 8.14.14 and 8.15.2 of [3] μ * b is in B, regarded as a

subspace of the algebraic dual of B*, if the following hold:

1. the map g: G -» B, x ->x />, is measurable

and

2 f\\g(x)\\Bdμ(x) is finite.
Now 1. is an immediate consequence of the homogeneity of B, and 2.

follows from 2.1. The inequality follows from 8.14.6 of [3]. D

Hewitt and Ross, in (32.23) and (32.48) of [4], discuss a number of

cases in which an approximate identity in a Banach algebra A acts like an

approximate identity in a Banach ^4-module. In 2.3 we present a further

case in which A is taken to be L\G) and we consider B a homogeneous

Banach space. It is a consequence of 2.2 that B is a Banach L1(G)-module.
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We let (fn)neN denote a bounded left approximate identity of L\G) for
which | |/J|L, = 1 for all«. By (28.52) of [4] w e h a v e l i m ^ H / ^ ^ J , , - 0
for every neighborhood U of the identity of G (χv denotes the characteris-
tic function of the subset V of G; that is, χv(x) = 1 if x E V and
χv(x) = 0 if xEG\V).

2.3 THEOREM. \imn^J\fn *b- b\\B = 0 for all b E B.

Proof. By 2.2 fn * b is an element of B for each n. We write

(1) fn*b-b=ffn(x)(xb-b)dλ(x)

where λ denotes the normalized left invariant Haar measure on G. Fix
ε > 0. There exists a neighborhood U of the identity of G such that for
each x E U9\\xb — b\\B<ε9 and a positive integer N such that for n> N,

Therefore, by (1) and 8.14.6 of [3], for n > N

and so lim^^H/^ * b - 6||Λ = 0. D

It is a consequence of 2.3 that Lι(G) * B is a dense subspace of 5.
Furthermore, since the/^'s may be taken from T(G) (see (28.57) of [4]), we
have that B Π Γ(G) is a dense subspace of B.

2.4 COROLLARY. 5 Π T(G) is a dense subspace ofB.

We now provide a partial converse to 2.3.

In 2.5 let B denote a translation invariant Banach space of pseudo-
measures in which each translation operator is continuous. If the map
x ->xb is a measurable function of G into B for each b E B, then the
argument used in 2.2 also shows that B is a Banach M(G)-module.

2.5 THEOREM. // there exists a left approximate identity (/ , ) Λ e N of
L\G), taken from T(G), such that

(1) )im\\fn*b-b\\B = Q for all b E B
n-*cc

then B is homogeneous.
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Proof. For each n E N, 6 E B and x E G w e have

\\Jn*b-fn*b\\B<K\\Jn-fn\\ϋ\\b\\B

and so the map Λ: -> xfn * & is continuous at the identity e of G.
B is homogeneous if for each b E 5, the map 7 :̂ Λ: -** b is continuous

at e. In view of (1) we have that Tb is continuous at e for each b in the
dense subset {f»*b':n E N, Z>' E J5} of 5.

Let b E B. The set of discontinuities of Tb must be of the first
category by the Baire Category Theorem, and so is not the whole of G.
The compactness of G ensures that Tb is continuous at e. To see this, let x
denote a point of continuity of Tb. If e is known to be such a point then
the proof is complete; if we are uncertain fix ε > 0. There exists a
neighborhood C/of x so that for ^ E U,\\yb —χb\\B< ε. Now let V denote
the set of left x~ ^translates of the elements of U. Then V is a neighbor-
hood of e. Moreover, for each j> E V

\\yb-b\\B=\\x->xyb-χ->xb\\B

< constH^έ — x b\\B < e const,

since xy E JJ. Hence e is a point of continuity of Tb. D

We are able to give a specific description of the dense subspace
B Π T(G) of B when 5 is homogeneous. First, however, we introduce
some notation.

For each σ E Σ let Eσ denote a subspace of Hσ. Denote by & the set
& = {Eσ: σ E Σ}. For any subset A of i^G), ̂ 4S denotes the set

A&= [S E A: £ σ c ker 5(σ) for each σ E 2}.

In particular, if Eσ = //σ for each σ E Σ\F (F C Σ) and if Eσ = {0} for
σ G F then ̂ 4$ is the set of pseudomeasures in A whose Fourier transform
is supported by F\ that is, A& — AF.

2.6. PROPOSITION. Assume B is homogeneous. For each σ E Σ put
Eσ = Π {ksrb(σ): b E 5}, α«ί//?wr & = {£σ: σ E Σ}. ΓΛe« 5 Π

Proof. Obviously B Π Γ(G) is a subset of T(G)&.
To prove the reverse inclusion it is sufficient to prove that any

k E T(G){σ] (σ E Σ), satisfying Eσ Q ker fc(σ), is in B.
We first prove that the set B(σ), which we define to be {b(σ):

b E B}9 is precisely {Γ E 5(i7σ): £ σ C ker T). The set B(σ) is, in fact, a
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left ideal of B(Hσ). To see this we observe that by (38.32) of [4] there exist
elements ^ . £ G , / = 1 , . . . , ^ , such that for any T E B(Hσ) there are
constants at{T\ i= 1, . . . ,^, satisfying T= Σfl^ΛΓ)*/^.)- So, for
each b E B,

Tb(σ) = 6(°)=Σ«,(T)x6(a).
i=\

But 1/fiχa^T) xb is in B, and so it follows that B(σ) is a left ideal of
B(Hσ). Then, by'(38.11) of [4] B(σ) must equal {T E B(Hσ): Yσ c ker Γ}
for some subspace 7σ of Hσ. Clearly Yσ must equal Eσ as we required.

It follows that the operator k(σ) is in B(σ), and so there exists b E B
such that b(σ) = k(σ). Let χ σ denote the trigonometric polynomial de-
fined by χσ(x) = </σTr(fyσ(jc)*) for each x E G. By 2.2 χσ*b EB. But
χσ * b must equal /c and so k E B. D

In (38.30) of [4] the authors give an explicit form for those linear
subspaces of T(G) which are closed under left translation. Since B Π T(G)
is such a subspace we could have applied (38.30) to obtain 2.6.

3. Closed translation-invariant subspaces. Throughout the re-
mainder of this paper we will assume that each homogeneous Banach
space B may be continuously embedded in P{G)\ that is, there exists a
constant C, depending only on B, such that \\b\\P < C\\b\\B for all b E B.
(In fact, we require only that for each σ E Σ there exists a constant Cσ

such that ||£(σ)||B(//β) ^ Cσ | |6||B for all b E B. However, a simple applica-
tion of the Closed Graph Theorem demonstrates that these two conditions
are equivalent.) All of the familiar homogeneous Banach spaces have this
property.

We first consider the question of which Banach subspaces of B are
themselves homogeneous. Clearly, this amounts to characterizing the
closed translation invariant subspaces of B. This is done in 3.1 and 3.2.

Assume that & = {Eσ: σ E Σ} is defined as in 2.6. For each σ let Yσ

denote a subspace of Hσ which contains Eσ9 and let ^ denote the set

3.1. PROPOSITION. B^ is a homogeneous Banach subspace of B.

Proof. Since xb(σ) = Uσ(x)b(o) for each σ E Σ and x E G, it is
easily checked that 2?̂  is translation invariant. So, as B^ inherits the norm
of B, it is sufficient to prove that it is closed in B. Therefore, let (bn)nGN
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denote a sequence in B<% which converges to an element b of B. The

sequence (bn(σ))nfΞN converges to b(σ) in B(Hσ) for each σ E Σ. How-

ever, for each n E N and σ E Σ, Yσ is a subspace of k e r ^ ( σ ) and so it

must also be a subspace of ker b(σ). Therefore b E B%. D

3.2 PROPOSITION. Any homogeneous subspace A, of B, has the form B^.

Proof. By 2.6 there exists a set ̂  of linear spaces such that A Π T(G)

— T{G)%. In view of 2.4 T(G)^ is a dense subspace of Λ, that is, A is the

closure in B of Γ(<5)^ (A = c l β Γ(G)^). However, by 3.1, £^ is a

homogeneous Banach subspace of B and so ^ Π Γ(G) is dense in B<%.

But B% Π T(G) = Γ(G)^ and so we have ,4 = B^ D

There are not, in fact, as many 'small' homogeneous Banach spaces

(ones which contain only measures) as one might expect.

3.3 PROPOSITION. Assume that each element b of B is a measure. Then

b E Lι(G). Moreover, there exists a positive constant C such that \\b\\L\ <

C'\\b\\Bforallb E B.

Proof. Consider the embedding L: b -* b of B into M(G). We use the

Closed Graph theorem to show that L is continuous and so that there

exists a constant C such that \\b\\M < C'\\b\\B for all b E B.

Let (bn,bn) denote a sequence taken from the graph of L. Assume

that there exists b E 5 and μ E M(G) such that

lim \\bn - b\\B = 0 and lim \\bn - μ\\M - 0.
Λ-» 00 ft—> 00

Then, for each σ E Σ

lim \\bn(σ) - £(σ)||*(//σ) = 0 and lim \\bn(a) - β(σ)\\B{Ha) = 0.
n> oo w> oo

Consequently fe(σ) = μ(σ) for each σ E Σ and so b — μ. Thus, the graph

of L is closed in B X M(G), and, by the Closed Graph Theorem, L must

be continuous.

To complete the proof we note that the only measures μ for which the

left shift x ->xμ is continuous from G to M(G) are those generated by

elements of L\G). For such a μ, | |μ | | M = | |μ| |Li. •

3.4. COROLLAARY TO 2.2 AND 3.3. Every such homogeneous Banach

space is a Banach algebra. D
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The study of homogeneous Banach algebras is a very rewarding and
fruitful one. However we leave this till [13]. See also [8] for the abelian
case.

4. Norms. Propositions 2.6, 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate that there is a
close connection between homogeneous Banach spaces and sets of trigo-
nometric polynomials of the form T(G)&. In this section we prove that the
homogeneous Banach space B is completely determined by the set S
(where B Π T(G) = T(G)&) and the norm N on T(G)& (where N = || \\B

restricted to T(G)&). We characterize those norms N which may arise. See
also [6].

Given B we already know precisely what & is (see 2.6). We now give
some obvious properties of N.

4.1. PROPOSITION, (i) H ^ < C'N{b)forallb G T(G)&.
(ii) Each left-translation operator is a continuous endomorphism of

T(G)& with respect to N; moreover each left shift x ->xb (b G T(G)&) is
continuous from G to T(G)S. D

We also have:

4.2 PROPOSITION. Let (bn)n(ΞN be a sequence in T(G)& which converges
to 0 in P(G) and is Cauchy with respect to N. Then \imn^O0 N(bn) — 0.

Proof. Since the sequence must be Cauchy in B it converges to an
element b of B. Hence it converges to b in P(G). Thus b — 0, and we have
l i m Λ W ^ O DD

Any norm TV on T(G)S which possesses the properties in 4.1 and 4.2
determines a homogeneous Banach space. We must demonstrate how this
space is obtained from N and T(G)&. We first introduce some notation.

An element S G P(G) has property tf if there exists a sequence
(bn)n(ΞN of elements of T(G)&, Cauchy with respect to N, such that
limn_00 | |5' — bn\\p = 0. (Obviously ty depends on both TV and &, but we
will take these to be specified.)

The way in which a homogeneous Banach space is determined by N
and & is suggested by 4.3.

4.3 THEOREM.

(1) B= {S G P(G): S has property <&}.

Moreover, for each b G B and every sequence (bn)n(ΞN, as in <3\ \\b\\B —
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Proof. By 2.6 T(G)& is dense in B. Consequently for each b E B there

exists a sequence (bn)neN in T(G)& such that lim^^HZ? — 6n | | f l = 0.

Obviously (bn)nξΞN must be Cauchy and must converge to b in P(G).

Hence b has property ty and 5 is included in the set given in (1).

To prove that the reverse inclusion holds let S be an element of P(G)

which has property <3\ Let (bn)nξΞN denote a sequence from T(G)$,

Cauchy with respect to N, and converging to S in P(G). It must be

Cauchy in B and so there exists b E B such that limn_^o0\\b — bn\\B — 0.

Since (bn)nζΞN must also converge to b in P(G), we have b = S\ that is,

seΰ.

Before completing the proof of 4.3 we require a lemma.

4.4 LEMMA. Let S be an element of P(G) with property <3\ If (bn)nBN

and{cn)n<E^ denote two sequences as in ty then

lim N(bn) = lim N(cn).
n-> oo «-> oo

Proof. We define the new sequence (dn)nGN by <i,2 = />„ — cn. Clearly

each dn E T(G)& and the sequence converges to 0 in /*((?). It is Cauchy

with respect to N and so converges to 0 in T(G)$. Therefore

lim N{bn) = lim N{cn). D
n-* oo n-* oo

Proo/ of 4.3 continued. Let b Ei B and ( 6 π ) M e N denote a sequence

taken from T(G)&, Cauchy with respect to JV, and converging to Z? in

^ ( G ) . In view of 4.4 it is sufficient to prove that \\b\\B = limn^00N(bn).

The sequence (bn)neN must converge to b in B. Moreover, for each n,

\\\b\\B-\\bn\\B\=\\\b\\B- N(bn)\^\\b- bn\\B

and so the result follows. D

We now complete the classification of homogeneous Banach spaces.

Let & denote a set of linear spaces, S = {Eσ c Ha, σ E Σ}, and let N

denote a norm on T(G)&, N having the properties listed in 4.1 and 4.2. We

determine a homogeneous Banach space B, with norm || | | β , such that

B Π T{G) = Γ(G) δ and such that || | | β and iV coincide on T(G)&. In this

way we establish a correspondence between homogeneous Banach spaces

and the pairs (TV, S).

Regard (N, &) as fixed.
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Put B= {S E P(G): S has property #}, and for each S E B put
\\S\\B = \imn^N{bn) (by 4.4 || | |B is single-valued). Clearly T(G)$ is a
dense subset of B.

We prove that (5, || | | f l) is a suitable homogeneous Banach space. First
we show that it is a Banach space, then that it is homogeneous, and finally
that it is suitable.

4.5. PROPOSITION. (B9\\ \\B) is a Banach space.

Proof. Clearly B is a linear space and || | |B is a seminorm. Therefore B
is a normed space if the only S E B with zero norm is S = 0. To see that
this is so, let (bn) be a sequence in Γ(G)g, Cauchy with respect to N9 and
converging to S in P(G). Then as \\S\\B = 0, we have hmn^QQ N(bn) = 0,
and so Umn_0 0 | |6w | |P = 0. Therefore (bn)n<EN converges to 0 in P(G), and
so S = 0.

Finally, we show that B is complete. Let (Sn)neN denote a Cauchy
sequence in B. For each n there exists bn E T(G)& such that

(1) \\S»-bn\\B<\/n.

Given ε > 0 there exists N E N such that for m, n > N,

(2) l&-SX<e.

Because

- * J *Φ» - SJB +11^ - sjB+\\sm - bm\\B

the sequence (bn)nEN is Cauchy with respect to N. Now there exists
S E P((?) such that (Sn)n<ΞN converges to 5 in P(G). Obviously (6 π ) w e N

also converges to 5 in P(G) and so S E B. We need only prove that
l i m ^ J I S — Sn\\B = 0. For a fixed m the sequence (bn — bm)nBN is Cauchy
with respect to N and converges to S — bm in P(G). Hence S — bmE B,
and

||S - 6m | |5 = lim N(bn - bm) = em say.

As ( δ w ) w e N is Cauchy with respect to N we have lim^oo εm = 0. Hence
lim^JIS-SJ^O. D

4.6. PROPOSITION. B is homogeneous.

Proof. The set T(G)$ is left-translation invariant. Moreover each left
translation operator is an isometry of P(G) and so B is translation
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invariant. Each translation operator is a continuous endomorphism of
Γ(G)δ and so also of B; similarly the map JC -»* S is continuous from G to
T(G)& (and so to B) for each S E Γ(G)g. Consequently the Baire Cate-
gory theorem may be used to show that x ->x S is continuous from G to B
for all S EB. D

4.7. PROPOSITION. J5 Π Γ(G) = T(G)S and \\ \\B and N coincide on

T(G)&.

Proof. Clearly N and || \\B coincide on Γ(G)δ because for each
b G T{G)& the constant sequence (b)n&N is Cauchy with respect to N and
converges to b in P(G).

By 2.6 5 Π T(G) = Γ(G)^ for some set <2J = {7σ C Hσ9 σ E Σ}. As
T(G)& C δ ί l Γ(G) we consider the case: there exists σ E Σ such that Yσ

is a proper subspace of Eσ. There exists b E B Π T(G) such that b(σ)(Eσ)
φ {0}. Choose I E /?σ such that £(σ)£ T^ 0. Now there exists a sequence
(bn)nζΞNin Γ(G)g, Cauchy with respect to iV, such that (6 π ) π G N converges
to b in P(G). However,

- KWP Hb{o) - bn(σ)\\B(Hσ) > sup ||£(σ)Πk > 0,

a contradiction. Hence S = ^ . D

5. Examples. As we have already stated each of the Banach spaces
A(G), C(G\ LP(G), 1 </?< oo, and PF(G), when equipped with its
usual norms, is homogeneous. We now consider some more examples.

For each/?, 1 </?< oc, let UP(G) = {/E Lι(G): f E Ep(Σ)} and let
WfWup = II/IIL1 + ll/llp f o r e a c h / e ^ ( G ) . It is shown in 38.28 of [4] that
UP(G) is a Banach algebra under convolution. It contains T(G) as a dense
subspace and so must be left translation invariant (because T{G) is).

5.1. PROPOSITION. UP{G) is homogeneous.

Proof. We need only show that each shift is bounded and that the
map x -*x /, from G to UP(G), is continuous at the identity e.

Let x EG. Then

where- Ux(σ) = t/σ(x) for each σ E Σ. Now ££ E ^ J Σ ) ; in fact
1, and so

Therefore each shift is bounded.
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Now it is clear that the map x ->xf is continuous at e if the map
x ->JC /, from G to Ep(Σ)9 is continuous at e. But we have

(1) U-fl= 2 dσ\\Uσ(x)f(o) ~f(o)fφp.

For each ε > 0 there exists a finite subset F of Σ such that

(2) Σ </.||/(*)|k<e'.
σeΣ\F

Since t/σ is a continuous representation (1) and (2) together prove the
result. D

Again let F denote a subset of Σ. It is easy to see that E(Σ)F (equal to
those elements of E(Σ) supported by F) and E(F) (equal to UσBFB(Hσ))
are isomorphic. Hence we identify the two linear spaces.

Let A = (Aσ)σ<EΣ be an element of E(F). Assume that each Aσ is
invertible and that A~λ = (A~ι)σEΣ is in EJ^F). For any p E {0} U
[l,oo] let

= {S E P(G)F: Λ4 e Ep(F)}.

For each 5 E P(G)Ap let | | S | | ^ - ||&4||,. Then (P(G)A^ \\ \\AtP) is a
normed space. It is a generalization of the Segal algebra S(a) studied by
M. Riemersma in [8] and of the Segal algebra Ap(G) studied by Larsen,
Liu and Wang in [5], in both cases for abelian groups.

5.2. PROPOSITION. Ifp φ oo then P{G)Ap is homogeneous.

Proof. We first prove that the map S -» S, of P(G)Ap to P(G), is
continuous. For any S E P(G)Ap

\\S\\A,P=\\SA\\P >||&4||oo = sup\\S(σ)Aσ\\B(Ho).

But

So it is continuous.
To prove that P(G)Ap is a Banach space it is sufficient to prove that

it is complete. If (Sn)nξΞN is a Cauchy sequence in P(G)Ap then it is also
Cauchy in P(G). Therefore it converges in P(G) to an element S. Let
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(Sn ) w e N be a subsequence chosen so that for eachy

For each JVEN

and so

N sΛj+ι - sn
A

Therefore S E P{G)Ap.
It is easily seen that P(G)Ap is left translation invariant and that each

shift is continuous. Moreover the argument used in 5.1 can show that the
map x ->xS, from G to P(G)Ap, is continuous at e. Therefore P{G)Ap is
homogeneous. D

Clearly {S: S E P(G)A'P) is a subset of Ep(F). If A is an element of
EJ^F) then these two sets are equal. Further it is interesting to note that
if A~] is an element of Eq{F) then {S: S E P(G)A*} is a subset of E\F)
(where \/r — \/p + \/qiίp and q are non-zero, \/r — \/p if q — 0 and
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